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Electric Power System Ancillary Services of Electrofuel Production
Case Study Sweden

Haifa Asadian
Department of Energy and Environment
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

In the future European energy system, with high penetrations of fluctuat-
ing renewable energy generation along with the increased demand for rapid
reduction of fossil-based energy and the growing disinclination towards and
phase-out of nuclear-based power, the development of reliable technologies,
which can cope with the system’s rapidly altering profile becomes increasingly
important. In this context, the necessary services to support the transmis-
sion of energy through the power network is a potential economic market.
While electrofuels are a promising alternative to fossil-based fuels, their pro-
duction process might prove prosperous in terms of addressing the challenges
faced by the modern power systems. This project addresses the impact of a
large-scale employment of this technology on the composition and operation
of Swedish power market, where supply of ancillary services is regarded as a
potential source of income. In this context, three services, namely reactive
power regulation, congestion release, and reserve services in form of demand-
response, have been studied. The possibility of investment in each of the
four Swedish marker price areas with regard to these three ancillary services
have been examined. The results for all the three services are in favor of
investment in electrofuels, and Sweden’s Stockholm area (SE3) is found to
be the most suitable location for large-scale investments in the technology.

Keywords: Ancillary Services, reactive power, transmission system, elec-
trolyser, electrolyzer, electrofuels, congestion release, mathematical optimi-
sation, power system, power regulating market, Nordpool, imbalance, voltage
regulation, reactive power supply
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increase in the integration of intermittent renewable energy sources in
the energy systems is concomitant with the increase in the requirements
for highly flexible technologies to compensate for the fluctuations in power
generation.
On the other hand, with the deregulation of electricity market, a process
which started in recent decades, new problems have arisen in terms of energy
pricing as well as the defined responsibilities for the different players in the
network. In this context, the necessary services to support the transmission
of energy through the network being a common responsibility becomes also
a potential economic market.
Though still in demonstration level, electrofuel production (EFP) is a promis-
ing option in a highly-integrated renewable energy system. While it has the
potential of producing ”closed-carbon-cycle” fuel for transportation sector,
the technology could become more profitable with the services it could pro-
vide in terms of power grid support.

1.1 Problem Statement

This project aims at studying and evaluating the economical potential of
EFP process in supply of support services to the electricity network. EFP
process is to be regarded for its role in the network as a controllable load.

1.2 Scope

The project investigates the ancillary services (AS) in the context of the
Swedish power system. Three main areas, within the concept of AS, are the
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focus of this project. These areas are namely voltage regulation1, congestion
release, and reserve service, where EFP in general, and electrolyser in par-
ticular, act as a large-scale demand party in the market. The reason behind
choosing these three areas lays in the nature of the investigated technology,
i.e. electrofuel production. In this study, the main parts of interest, among
a whole process of electrofuel production are electrolyser and the immediate
steps before and after water electrolysis which are power rectification and
hydrogen storage respectively.

Limitations

For the sake of simplicity and avoidance of unnecessary complications, some
technical details with regard to different power plants and their operation
have been excluded2. Among these, are the ramping rates, activation pe-
riods, and the hydro-thermal scheduling. These excluded factors could be
important because of their impact on the total power system cost which have
a direct affect on the calculation of prospected EFP revenues from supply of
congestion release service.
The power network of the study have been chosen to be focused on only one
country, even though Swedish market is a part of the larger Nordic power
market. The reason is the significance of Sweden as a highly potential market
for electrofuels in a fossil-free future perspective for the Swedish transporta-
tion sector, a target to be achieved by 2030 [1]. Moreover, the massive
presence of extensive vehicle manufacturing industry in this country could
be yet another motivating factor which might accelerate the investment and
employment of EFP technology.
Moreover, it is essential to mention that, due to the several assumptions made
and the differences in production and system cost from real life to the model
version, the results gained based on the optimization model in 3.2 are based
on the ”model equivalent” of the real life situation. Hence, the model only
resembles the actual Swedish power system to some extent. Covering the
whole system requires complicated mathematical modeling and addition of
many more factors than only the generation and demand data. Thus major
simplifications in terms of transmission limits, and variety of generation type,
size, and location have been assumed.

1With use of active rectifier
2Inclusion of these factors to the power system model might yield more accurate results
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Electricity Market

As is the case for any commodity, electricity is traded via a certain market,
where the demand for power is handled in different ways such as through
bids to buy or sell and/or long-term or short-term contracts between the
supplier and the consumer. Buy-bids and sell-offers along with the capacity
of supply and the demand levels are decisive factors in setting the price in
an electricity market.
In the Nordic region, Nord Pool is the market where several European coun-
tries act in a joint electricity trading exchange. It is the first multinational
power exchange in the world and the largest market in Europe. Hundreds of
companies from twenty European countries, among which are Norway, Den-
mark, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Germany and the UK,
trade on Nord Pool [2], [3].
Nord Pool is mainly owned by the Nordic transmission system operators
Statnett, Svenska kraftnät (SvK), Fingrid, and Energinet belonging to Nor-
way, Sweden, Finland and Denmark respectively. The Baltic transmission
system operators have some small shares as well. While the electricity is
mainly traded in Nord Pool, the price of it differs from country to coun-
try and region to region due to different locational and technical conditions.
These conditions are mainly the type of the energy source, the demand in the
area, and the constraints in transmission capacity. However, there is more to
an electricity network than only supply, demand and transmission of power.
Further measures are required to make the power market efficient and reli-
able. Hence, the need for ”Ancillary Services” which all in all contribute to
a significant share of a power systems budget, roughly estimated as ranging
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between 5 to 25 percent of the total costs of generation and transmission
depending on the system’s characteristics and requirements [4].

2.2 Ancillary Services

All the generation utilities which participate in an electricity market are
obliged to act for ensuring the required degree of quality and safety in the
grid. Thus, in addition to power generation, these utilities should undertake
other measures in order to fulfill their market obligations. These functions
all gather under the general concept of AS. These services are necessary for
maintaining the security and quality of power supply and include frequency
regulation, system stability maintenance, reserve services, voltage control
and reactive power control, black start capability services, and many more.
Generation scheduling and dispatch is also considered an ancillary service [3]
and [4].

2.2.1 Congestion Management

Congestion in the electricity network is a state where a transmission line or
a network node is overloaded and/or the flows of electricity are constrained
below the desired levels [5]. The cause of the constraints on the power flow
may be the electrical or/and physical capacity of the line. However, the
operational decrees intended for the protection of the grid and ensuring its
reliability and security might also impose such constraints on the network.
That is, if transfer of power from one point to another might be problematic
to the security of the grid, or if it violates the reliability requirements of the
network. Transmission constraints are thus set, usually by the transmission
system operator (TSO), to avoid violations to network security and reliability
[6].
However, congestion deteriorates the grid service quality and leads to higher
electricity prices for the consumer, and often activation of high-cost genera-
tion in the areas where the demand is high and cannot be supplied by cheaper
generations in other areas because of transmission constraints. In sever cases,
congestion could damage grid reliability and make the affected areas more
exposed to unpredicted power outages. In their turn, power outages lead to
costly damages to the industry and public services and overall reduce the
social welfare.
There are different mitigation solutions to congestion issues, among which are
investment in generation utilities in the areas of high demand, development of
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transmission capacity and reduction of demand in the congested areas. The
latest involves prioritizing the demand parties to let only the critical loads be
fed during the congestion time, an strategy becoming more favorable with the
increasing change of energy systems profile and is typically termed demand
side management (DSM). Compared to other mitigation strategies, DSM
seems more advantageous with regard to economical as well as environment
aspects [6] and [7].

2.2.2 Frequency Control

The balancing of demand and generation is needed on a continual basis. The
regulation is needed not only to fulfill the power demand but also to maintain
the systems frequency within the acceptable range of 50 +/- 0.01 Hz. Both
load and generators can contribute to this service. The important factor
is quick response time (within the requirement standards of the market) in
terms of generation increase or load reduction. In turn, this action, called
primary frequency control, leads to unscheduled flows in the grid causing fur-
ther imbalance in frequency. Further measures, secondary frequency control,
are taken to restore the system to nominal frequency [3] and [4].

2.2.3 Reactive Power Supply

Reactive power is needed to maintain the system voltage within the accept-
able limits, to reduce the losses in the system and to release congestion on
transmission lines. Reactive power should be supplied locally as its transmis-
sion over long distances is very impractical. This voltage control service is
provided by TSO which calls upon the reactive power sources for the supply
of the required support in the demand area. Voltage control service can be
supplied via voltage regulators, transformers, synchronous generators, syn-
chronous condensers and capacitors [3] and [4]. The generators are usually
required by ISO/TSO to devote a portion of their reactive power capacity
for voltage control services. However, Svenska kraftnät (SvK) does not com-
pensate the generating units for the provided reactive power. The service is
rather supplied as an obligation to the system [3], for the purpose of which,
the utilities are obliged either to decrease the power generation or invest in
independent reactive power units such as capacitors and inductors.
The variable costs of providing reactive power are comparatively smaller
than active power generation due to the fact that reactive power generation
does not involve fuel consumption, however, the opportunity costs of reactive
power generation is high due to the decrease in active power generation [3].
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2.2.4 Reserve Services

The ability of a system to increase the generation in times of contingencies
is dependant on its available active power resources, also called spinning re-
serves, to respond to the fluctuations in real time. Supplemental reserves are
another type of reserve services which do not necessarily provide immediate
response but are usually available within a short time. [8] classifies operat-
ing reserves into two different categories: event and non-event. The later
includes the regulating reserves which are intended for automatic optimal
dispatch correcting the current fluctuations in the system, or manual opti-
mal dispatch for regulating the expected changes within short time. On the
other hand, the event category includes contingency reserves and ramping re-
serves. While the former is intended for instantaneous responses in times of
system faults or outages to stabilize frequency and bring it to optimal value,
the later is for non-instantaneous events as operating as secondary reserves
for the cases of a second event. The differences in the technical character-
istics and the deployment and standby costs are the decisive factors for the
suitability of different technologies for different reserve services. Yet another
type of reserve is controllable or interruptible loads, directly or indirectly
connected to the transmission grid. The concept is quite well researched,
but on a commercial level it could be considered a quite modern phenom-
ena. In a Nordic context, projects involving demand side as actor in reserve
market started in mid 2000s and were followed by legislation on dynamic
taxes and tariffs and other relevant technical and legal measures [9]. While
the integration of controllable load is a field being continually under study
nowadays, there are systems that employ the service to different extents. The
Swedish legislation for example requires at least 25 percent of the 2000 MW
power reserve to be maintained by demand side [10], [11] and [12].
Nevertheless, the participation of demand side in the Swedish regulating
market depends on the fulfilment of certain criteria. Briefly mentioning, the
acting utility is required to be connected to the grid and must have at least
5 MW of interruptible load available with an activation time of at most 30
minutes. The 5 MW consumption capacity must be offered in at least one
bid in the balancing market to be activated for at least two hours [11].

2.2.5 Black Start Capability

In the Swedish power system, due to a well-designed transmission system, a
major breakdown is estimated to occur only every twenty years [13]. Nonethe-
less, sufficient restoration capacity with adequately quick response time is
needed for the rare occasions of restoration need after a major power outage
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in the system. TSO/ISO is usually responsible for arrangement and deploy-
ment of this service [3].

2.3 Ancillary Services in Sweden

Swedish national grid, SvK, is the independent system operator in charge
of the Swedish national transmission grid. This state-owned utility is also
responsible for providing the main AS for the support of the grid as there
is no independent market for these services in Sweden. SvK handles the
reserve and regulation services through ”Regulating Markets” and through
short-term contracts ensures demand-supply balance and voltage quality in
the grid. To maintain the later on a minute-by-minute basis, SvK applies the
two-step method, the primary and secondary regulation While the primary
regulation is handled through long-term contracts with power generators,
the secondary regulation is maintained by choosing the most favorable bids
from different players, i.e. generators or large consumers, in terms of the
price and amount of the bids. The agreements between SvK and electricity
users concern reduction of power consumption by these users in times of
over load, which is usually the coldest season. The parties must be ready to
actively and instantly reduce consumption or increase generation between 16
November and 15 March every year. For the years 2015-2017 and 2017-2020,
SvK is obliged to ensure a reserve capacity of up to 1000 MW and 750 MW
respectively. The share of consumption reduction must be at least 25 percent
of the total available power reserve [10] and [12].

2.4 Electrofuel Production Process

Electrofuels (EF) is an umbrella term used to refer to those types of carbon-
based synthetic fuels for the production of which electricity is used as the
main energy source. These multi-purpose fuels either in gas form, E-Methane,
or in the form of liquid , the so-called E-Methanol, E-ethanol, Bio diesel, etc.,
can serve in different sectors for heating, industrial processes, transportation,
and others. Electrofuel production is gaining the attention of many differ-
ent investors in transportation and power sectors. Two examples are Audi’s
6 MW plant in Germany for e-Methane production and CRI’s ”power to
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methanol technology” in Iceland [14], [15].
Probably, the most ideal locations for installation of electrofuel production
are geographically or technically isolated areas where renewable power gen-
eration is abundant but transmissions capacity is limited.
It is difficult to find detailed cost calculations for installation of a whole
power-to-fuel process. That is mainly due to lack of experience. However,
some sources estimate the costs to be around 2000 EUR/kW of electricity,
for installation of a complete system [16], [17].

2.4.1 ElectroFuel

The term refers to the technology of using electrolysis and Sabatier reac-
tion processes to produce different hydrocarbon fuels, mainly methane. In
an electrolysis process, electricity is used to split water into H2 and O2. In
combination with CO2, the former is used in a Sabatier reactor to produce
the final fuel, mainly gas [18], [19], [20]. CO2 is usually supplied from dif-
ferent industrial processes. The required electrical energy can come from
any generation source. However, the ideal situation is when the electricity is
supplied by renewable energy sources, wind and solar in particular, in times
of over generation and low demand. Figure 2.1 illustrates an overview of the
process of electro-fuel production.

Figure 2.1: Electrofuel Production Process (some features are inspired by
and [14] and [21])
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Evidently, the process is expanded over at least three industrial sections,
namely power production, power transmission and distribution in form of
hydrogen, and energy storage and power regeneration for industrial and do-
mestic end-use. The rest of this section is devoted to brief description of
the different parts of the EFP process which are important for this project’s
objective.

2.4.2 Electrolysis

Making up almost 60 percent of all molecules, hydrogen is the most com-
mon element in the universe. However, pure hydrogen does not exist as a
natural resource and must be extracted. The extraction/production is done
in different ways, usually as a by-product in industrial processes, e.g. re-
moval of hydrogen from hydrocarbons, i.e. fossil fuels [22], and sometimes
through electrolysis of water or other material i.e. electrolyte. Later is a
commercially available technology, though very energy intensive, where elec-
tricity is required to run the process of splitting water, or electrolyte, into its
components, which in case of water are hydrogen and oxygen.
In electrolysis, water is decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen gases with
help of a low voltage current. The optimal operation of electrolyzer depends
on factors such as the current density, and the electrolyzer’s capacity factor,
i.e. hydrogen demand. It is estimated that electricity makes up for half of the
operating costs and [19] states that it is most effective to run the electrolyzer
on low production rate. Nevertheless, it is still expected to look at the
electrolyzer as a potential source of income whereas by providing balancing
services to the grid it can yet help integrate fluctuating power sources to the
electricity system [17]. Such services could be realized with the help of power
electronics.

Rectification and Rectifiers

Electrolyzers work with DC power [23], as such they are to be interfaced by
converters for supply of DC power. The converter could further function as
a reactive power compensator. Rectifiers are among the typical converters
used in such applications, to convert alternating current to direct current,
i.e. rectification process.
Historically, many different types of rectifiers, produced from various mate-
rials, have been used in industry. The earlier versions were, among others,
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vacuum tube diodes, and currently semiconductor diodes of different types
and topology are widely in use in small and large industrial as well as domes-
tic concepts. While three phase rectification is the most common in industry,
single phase rectification is also in use, mainly in domestic equipments1.
Due to lower cost of installation, passive rectification is the most widely used
method. However, to fulfill the aim of reactive power compensation, the elec-
trolyzer needs to be equipped with active rectification. In active rectification,
the diodes are replaced with switches for the active control of current, the
advantage of which, among others, is enhanced voltage regulation.
Figure 2.2 presents a general sketch of a rectifier’s reactive power contribution
to the grid.

Figure 2.2: DC supply to electrolyzer and reactive power regulation with
help of active rectifier(Inspired by [24] and [25]).

1It is probably needless to mention that within the present project it is three phase
rectification that is intended.
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To feed the electrolyser, the AC power is converted to DC via an active
rectification process. A digital control system is implemented to take care of
the rectifier, and a transformer is required to regulate the rectifier’s voltage
input.
Due to power factors close to unity, and a more efficient conversion perfor-
mance, active rectifiers come in smaller less bulky sizes than passive ones.
Nevertheless, it shall be noted that, despite their larger sizes and lower ef-
ficiency (with power factors between 0.65 to 0.95), passive rectifiers usually
are the most cost-effective solution. Active rectification is more costly due to
the increased complexity of the system and additional control requirements
and, etc [26]and [27].

2.4.3 Hydrogen Storage

Hydrogen is versatile in both energy and power capacity. Energy density
of hydrogen per unit mass is so high that one kilograms of hydrogen car-
ries as much energy as three kilograms of gasoline [28], making hydrogen a
convenient energy carrier and energy storage medium. This feature becomes
important in times of wind curtailment where the excess electricity can be
stored in form of hydrogen [29], [30]. The storage is done with different ef-
ficiency rates depending on the energy converting process and the storage
medium [31]. Nevertheless, in a liberalized power market, it is essential to
assess the use of hydrogen storage systems in terms of economic optimiza-
tion especially with regard to their applications in maintaining load levels
and contributing to the integration of more renewable and distributed gen-
eration and also the important role they could play in the development of
Smart Grid concept [32].

2.4.4 Sabatier Reactor

The hydrogen produced from electrolysis and CO2, usually coming from in-
dustrial processes, are combined together through the Sabatier reaction to
produce different fuel products [18].
Equation (2.1) presents the Sabatier reaction for e-methane as

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O + energy (2.1)
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where CH4 is the product of the reaction. Likewise, the Sabatier reaction
for e-methanol, CH3OH, is stated by

CO2 + 3H2 → CH3OH + H2O + energy (2.2)

where the end product is e-methanol in addition to water and some en-
ergy [33].

As it can be seen, the Sabatier reactions have no bi-product but water and
some energy. This factor makes the technology quite interesting with regard
to GHG emission issues and CO2 mitigation programs.
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Chapter 3

Method

As described in the previous chapter, AS cover a vast area of grid-related
concepts. Three main areas have been the focus of this project. These areas
are namely reactive power regulation, congestion management, and reserve
services. The reason behind choosing these three areas lays in the nature of
the investigated technology as well as the local characteristics of the stud-
ied country, i.e. Sweden. For the aim of this project, the most interesting
and relevant part in EFP process is electrolysis where the power consump-
tion for hydrogen generation is of importance with regard to congestion and
congestion release services. Also, electrolyser is a potential reliable actor in
regulating markets to provide reserve services as a large consumption utility
in the grid. Furthermore, as a significant load, the electrolyser, with the help
of modern power electronics, has the potential of providing reactive power
services to the electricity network.

3.1 Reactive Power Regulation Services

Initially, a comparison of the total installation cost of rectifier with passive
vs. active solutions has been performed. This is with the aim to identify the
extent of differences in costs with the shift from passive rectification to active
rectification. As described in Chapter 2, compared to passive rectification,
active rectification is expensive yet required for reactive power compensation.
The difference in costs is to be included in the total cost of reactive power
regulation in terms of necessary investment enterprise for electrolyser as an
acting utility in the power market. Subsequently, it is investigated how, for
a constant active power supply, the installation costs for the increased size
of rectifier vary. This increased size, as explained previously, is meant to be
exploited for reactive power injection/absorption to/from the grid. It is thus
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of value to compare the calculated costs with those of common reactive-power
supply devices such as capacitors and reactors.
The required additional rectifier capacity to compensate for the reactive
power that is to be supplied by the capacitor is calculated using the well-
known relationship between apparent, active and reactive power. Adopting
a certain value as the constant DC power (kW) to be supplied to the electrol-
yser, the required extra rectifier capacity needed to replace different values of
capacitor have been calculated. The same calculations have been performed
for shunt reactors. In a new approach, with the same cost assumptions for
the year 2020, the perspective of changes in terms of the sensitivity of the
investment to the economies of scale has been studied. Accordingly, four
different cases have been looked at. In two of these cases, scaling factors
other than the empirical 0.6 were picked and the impact of this change on
the investment costs was studied. In the third and forth case, the effect of
changes in power factor was investigated.

3.1.1 Data and Assumptions

The economical and technical data required for this section have been col-
lected from different global or local industrial and administrative organiza-
tions, the details of which follows in this part.

Installation Costs

Reliable sources for pricing of rectifiers for power systems are difficult to find.
However, [34] has suggested three time-based price values for power electron-
ics where rectification is included as well. The suggested prices have been
used in this project as the base to represent the costs for passive rectification
in year 2015 while an increase of 30% is calculated to cover the higher costs
associated with active rectification.
Moreover, the probable future changes in investment costs for rectifier are
taken into account to study the impact on the initial results. For a scope of
5 years, a decrease in the investment costs is assumed, which is due to the
expected technology enhancement and economic progress in near future [35].
Accordingly, the cost for passive rectification and the corresponding increased
cost for active rectification are assumed to be lower by 2 EUR/kW and 10%
respectively for the year 2020. The pricing method for year 2020 is based
on [34] as well. The calculations assume an initial capacity value of 50-100
kW which is the common pilot scale for electrolysers.
The reference prices for capacitors are taken from [36], where the one time
installation cost and the size cost of EUR per kVA are included. Capacitors
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of input voltage of 20 kV have been considered in the calculations. For shunt
reactors, the reference price has been considered based on the pricings in [37].
Moreover, an additional one-time installation cost has been assumed for the
reactors based on [38], [39]. Though, the operating voltage for the reference
reactor is 15 kV, its installation cost has been assumed to apply for a 20 kV
reactor as well.

Economical Assumptions

Different capacity values for electrolyzer and the corresponding rectification
costs have been calculated where the installation cost is assumed to be sub-
ject to the economies of scale. Hence, for estimating this cost the rule of six
tenth factor has been applied. This method for cost estimation can be used
if the cost of an initial size of an investment is known and the approximate
increase of the cost with increasing size is desired to be known. Through
empirical use, the method has proven reliable with producing valid results
within an approximate range of −

+%20 [40], [41]. Equation (3.1) presents the
described method as

CDF

CDF0

=

(
SDF

SDF0

)n

(3.1)

where CDF is the approximate cost (EUR) of the equipment with the corre-
sponding size SDF and CDF0 is the known cost (EUR) of the equipment with
the corresponding size SDF0 . In this equation n is the scaling factor, which
as proved liable through experience, is usually assumed 0.6 [42] [40]. Thus,
0.6 is used in this project as the standard case. However, to evaluate the
impact of this factor on the results, scaling factors of lower and higher values
are also considered in further calculations.

The same cost estimation method has been used in the installation cost
calculations for capacitors and reactors.

3.2 Congestion Release Services

In order to study the potential of electrofuel production in providing con-
gestion release services, a market model has been designed and simulated in
GAMS. The model covers Sweden and represents the Swedish spot market.
Since November 2011, Sweden has been divided into four different bidding
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areas with four different price levels. Such a system is an indicator of the
constraints on transmission capacity in the power system. Accordingly, de-
pending on the geographical location of a market actor, i.e. producer or
consumer of electricity, the price they receive or pay for each power unit rel-
atively differ [2]. Figure 3.1, which has been drawn based on the illustrations
available in [2] and [43], illustrates the four Swedish bidding areas where
the red lines represent the limits on transmission capacity which lead to the
emergence of four different price areas. However, it shall be mentioned that
such variations in prices do not exist all the time and are highly dependant
on the demand load in the system in different time scales.

Figure 3.1: The four Swedish bidding areas, SE1, SE2, SE3, SE4. (based
on [2], [43])
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3.2.1 Simplifications and Assumptions

Transfer capacity

While between each two areas there are several transmission lines, the accu-
mulate transmission capacity of these lines have been considered, regardless
of the specific characteristics of each line such as its length, capacity, etc.
Moreover, the maximum transmission capacity between each two areas dif-
fers from hour to hour and day to day, and this is caused by many different
factors, a brief explanation of which was presented in Chapter 2. Hence,
from the data provided by Nord Pool for the predicted transmission capacity
for different hours of each day of a week, the minimum predicted value was
taken into consideration [44].

Demand per area

The demand per area was taken from the historical data on Nord Pool for
the year 2014, where the accumulated consumption for each hour of the year
for all four Swedish price-areas is provided in MWh. The most demanding
hour in this year occurred on the 4th of December at 17-18, where the de-
mand in SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4 was 1290, 2265, 13506, and 3989 MWh
respectively [44]. These values are implemented in the model as the most
extreme situation. EFP, as a major consuming party will contribute to the
increase of demand in each of the areas individually.

Costs

Today, the installation of electrolyser costs something around 600 to 1500
EUR/kW. However, in this project, the investment cost of electrolyser has
been assumed to be 400 EUR/kW, as a falling price for this technology is
expected within the coming 10 years [14] [45].
Table 3.1 presents the cost of production for the power generation technolo-
gies included in this model1

1The currency conversions are based on the actual exchange rates on the day of calcu-
lations [46].
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Table 3.1: Cost of generation for different technologies

Generation Technology Cost (EUR/MW)

Nuclear [47] 22.10

Hydro [47] 10.00

Coal [47] 32.45

Wind [48], [46] 10.24

Gas [47] 47.23

Oil [49], [50], [51] 67.45

Bio [52], [46], [47] 24.10

The power generation costs from nuclear, hydro, coal, and gas technologies
are mainly based on the data from the EIA’s 2015 Annual Energy Outlook
[47]. The wind generation pricing comes from the American NREL [48]. The
cost of generation from oil combustion has been taken from IEA’s Projected
Costs of Generating Electricity 2010 edition [49]. However, since the oil prices
has decreased comparatively since then, some calculations were made in order
to identify a better value for oil generation cost based on the day’s oil prices.
The average price of oil in April 2010 was 85 USD a barrel [50], while in April
2015 the value had decreased to 60 USD a barrel [51]. Hence, a decrease of
70% was taken into account for calculating today’s oil-based generation per
MWh. For biomass generation, the cost of biomass fuel in Sweden has been
taken into account [52], while the operation and management costs are based
on IEA’s report for solid biomass generation in the Netherlands [49]. The
cost of generation from resembling power plants has been assumed to be
constant for all the four price-regions. However, in reality these costs vary
slightly depending on different, mainly technical, factors.

Supply Capacity

The main existing power plants in Sweden, namely, nuclear, hydro, wind, bio,
and gas, have been included in the optimisation model. While other gener-
ation types, e.g. solar, have been dropped out because of small installed
capacity and thus trivial impact on the total system, coal and oil plants have
been included due to their high environmental and political impact. The
installed capacity values for the mentioned power generation technologies,
presented in table 3.2, are based on the data from Nord Pool and IEA’s re-
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ports [49], [44].

Table 3.2: Supply capacity (MW) of different generation technologies installed
in the four price areas [49], [44].

Price-area Nuclear Hydro Coal Wind Gas Oil Bio

SE1 0 9044 0 500 0 0 282

SE2 0 5121 0 1710 0 0 586

SE3 9531 1571 0 1850 992 763 2499

SE4 0 414 130 1520 577 1005 0

3.2.2 A Model of the Swedish Power System

The model is designed for a time scale of one hour with the objective function
being the minimization of the system’s total generation cost. The constrain-
ing factors are the demand supply balance and the transmission limits. The
mathematical formula of the model with all the necessary constraints are
presented below2.

The spot market model is cleared with the objective function to minimize the
total cost of generation to supply the demand in the system. Equation (3.2)
presents the objective function

Minimize Cost =
4∑

i=1

7∑
j=1

(PGi,j ∗ CGi,j) (3.2)

where PGi,j is the active power output of generator j at area i, and CGi,j is
the production cost of generator j at area i.

The objective function 3.2 is subject to the following constraints:

2A visual illustration of this model is presented in figure ?? in Appendix ??.
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Taking the power transfer between the areas into consideration, (3.3) presents
the Demand-Supply balance constraint,

4∑
i=1

7∑
j=1

(PGi,j)−
4∑

i=1

4∑
k=1

(NeTi,k) =
4∑

i=1

(PDi) (3.3)

where NeTi,k is the net power transfer between area i and area k, and PDi

is the power demand in area i.

Each generator has a maximum amount of power to produce in one hour. The
generation cannot exceed this maximum capacity. Equation (3.4) presents
this constraint as

PGi,j ≤ PSi,j (3.4)

where PSi,j is the maximum active power capacity of generator j at area i.

The transferred power cannot exceed the maximum transmission capacity
between each two areas. This constraint is presented in (3.5) as

NeTi,k ≤ TMi,k (3.5)

where TMi,k is the maximum transmission capacity between area i and area
k :

The last constraint, presented in (3.6) as

NeTi,k = NeTk,i (3.6)

indicates the equality of net power transfer in both directions (from i to k).

The above described linear optimisation program is modeled and simulated
in GAMS.
The model simulation considers the changes in marginal price in each of the
four price-areas with implementation of different capacity values for elec-
trolyser, assuming the electrolyser to act as a major consumer utility, i.e.
increasing the demand in the system. Since the aim is to investigate the
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congestion release potential, the different values of increased demand are im-
plemented in SE1, SE2 and SE3, in order to identify the most promising area
for the final installation of the electrolyser of a certain capacity. Area SE4
is not included in this investigation, since this is the area where the more
expensive power generation sources are located. The implementation of a
large industrial load in this area is not only impractical but also it does not
necessarily lead to congestion in the transmission lines. The main impact of
such implantation is expected to be a drastic increase of electricity price in
this area.

3.2.3 Compensating EFP Capacity

In 2014, while the SE1 and SE2 almost held similar marginal prices, there
have been 185 hours when the spot price differed between SE3 and SE2. This
indicates the existence of transmission constraint during these hours. With a
case of increased demand in SE3, it is expected that the number of hours with
congestion between SE2 and SE3 rises. Nevertheless, the price difference in
more than 30 -out of 185- hours is less than 1 EUR/MWh. Hence, only a
slight increase in the number of hours with grid congestion is considered in
the case of increased demand due to electrolyzer installation. With the aim
of congestion release, it is intended to identify the electrolyser’s amount of
power consumption that needs to be decreased in order to avoid grid con-
gestion in times of high load. However, this decrease in power consumption
means a decline in hydrogen generation and thus less electrofuel produc-
tion. Accordingly, to avoid probable economical losses caused by reduction
of electrofuel production, the electrolyser -and hydrogen storage- capacity
shall be selected such that the congestion release service does not affect the
electrolyser’s capacity for hydrogen generation. The extra demand, caused
by electrolyser, attributed to each congestion hour has been selected using a
random distribution, taking the real market data trends into consideration.
In a comparable approach, with similar presuppositions and formulation as
before, the Swedish power market is studied in a scenario where the nu-
clear power capacity will decrease. This factor is important partly because
a drastic decrease of nuclear generation in future is highly likely to befall,
and partly due to the fact that Vattenfall has declared a coming phase-out
of 1730 MW of nuclear generation as a result of closing down Ringhals 1 and
2 between the years 2018 and 2020 [53]. This means a decrease from 9531
MW to 7801 MW of installed nuclear power capacity in Sweden.
Accordingly, the same capacity values of electrolyser have been tested for
such a scenario, i.e. 1730 MW less nuclear capacity. The values were cho-
sen mainly because at exactly these capacity values the marginal generation
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technology shifts to a more expensive one resulting in a higher electricity
price in the affected regions.

3.3 Reserve Services

In this section, the contribution of EFP in providing reserve services is in-
vestigated, where the historical data and literature review has been the main
method of research. The economics of Demand-Response as a form of reserve
service to be provided by electrolyser is the focus of this part of the project.
The main factor deciding wither participation in balancing markets is prof-
itable for an industrial utility is the energy intensity3 of its processes [11]
and [54]. EFP is indeed an energy intensive process, where the lion share
of power consumption is ingrained in electrolysis. To act in the balancing
market, the electrolyser, as a major electricity consumer, is to reduce its
consumption when supply of reserve service is required. The service is called
upon mainly during the market critical peaks.
In demand-response activities, what is important is the response time of the
utility and also the time length of the actual shift, i.e. the number of hours
or days a utility can shift its consumption. There might be even rare cases
of the need for a demand response for longer periods of time, e.g. a month
of little or no wind/sun. However, critical peaks usually occur in short time
intervals limited to minutes or hours. Changing the consumption pattern for
electrolyser and capitalizing on the high opportunity costs of load shifting
could prove highly profitable for EFP processes. Principally, the electrol-
yser’s compensation contribution shall correspond to actual load reduction.
For electrolyser as an industrial customer, the value of each kWh of elec-
tricity is regarded as a part of the costs of producing the final product, i.e.
hydrogen and eventually the final electrofuel. Thus, the value of electricity
is evaluated with its correlation to the total production cost. Accordingly, as
a market player, the electrolyser is to submit its activity plans and the even-
tual shift of power consumption to other times only when the compensation
payment is worthwhile. Hence, in an ideal market, the electrolyser should de-
mand payments above the average market price for providing reserve service.
Having stated the general relevant theories, the method of investigating the
balancing market participation potential for EFP might be stated as partly
similar to the congestion release section, where the role of electrolyser in de-
mand response is studied. For this purpose, the available historical data for
balancing markets provided by Nord Pool has been used. The data is readily
available for the years 2013, 2014 and 2015. The up-regulation volumes, in

3i.e. how much electricity is included in the final product.
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case of occurrence, during each hour of each year have been considered to
count for the actual possible volume to be regulated by electrolyser [55].
As such, the total up-regulation volumes and the number of hours of im-
balance for each area have been used to calculate the required electrolyser
capacity to compensate for the up-regulation volumes, as presented in (3.7)

Capup =
V olup
nHim

(3.7)

where Capup, V olup, and nHim present the required up-regulation capac-
ity(MW), total up-regulation volumes (MWh) and number of hours of imbalance
respectively. The required electrolyser capacity values for each year and each price-
area are calculated accordingly and presented in table (3.3).

Table 3.3: Required capacity (MW) to cover for the up-regulation volumes in
each of the four price areas for the years 2013, 2014, and 2015 [55].

Price-area 2013 2014 2015

SE1 99 83 103

SE2 91 109 96

SE3 62 74 63

SE4 38 33 18

The associated market prices for each hour is also considered for the calculation
of the potential revenues. Here as well, assuming 400 EUR/kW for investment
cost of electrolyser, the payback period for the installation of the required extra
electrolyser capacity has been calculated and presented in (3.8) as

PBt =
Costcap
Revp

(3.8)

where PBt presents the payback period (years), Costcap, presents the installa-
tion cost of required up-regulation capacity(MEUR), and Revp presents the total
potential revenues from demand balancing(MEUR).
The up and down regulation volumes and the corresponding prices for every hour
of each year provide a vast range of data, making it possible to simulate a similar
group of data for several more years. Using MATLAB4, such simulation has been

4MATLAB’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox
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performed reproducing data through random distribution for 20 years, roughly
175000 hours. In the simulation, the present general condition of the market has
been assumed unchanged. This is done mainly with the aim to assess the reliability
of the results based on historical data.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Reactive Power Regulation Services

With the described data from Chapter 3, the difference in cost with the shift from
passive to active solution for rectification process was investigated.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the cost ratio curve for pricing years 2015 and 2020 with
brown and orange colors respectively. The curves present the proportion of cost
for passive vs. active rectifier for different sizes of electrolyser in an ascending order.
In the calculation an initial investment cost for rectifier was included as well, where
for the both pricing years the active solution is 50 percent more expensive than
passive one.
The difference in cost between active rectification and passive rectification is highly
dependant on the initial investment cost for each technology. The higher the initial
cost difference the higher the ratio of cost. For the case illustrated in figure 4.1, for
year 2015 passive rectification is less costly than active one within a range of 33%
to 25%. This trend appears to rise upwards for larger sizes where a cost difference
of roughly 20% is always expected. As for the year 2020, the ratio is not too high
either, and the highest cost ratio between active and passive rectification remains
around roughly 30%.
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Figure 4.1: The difference in investment cost with switch from passive rec-
tification to active rectification (CPs

CAc
) where CPs represents the investment

cost for passive rectifier and CAc for active rectifier for the related capacity
value

As for the reactive power compensation1, rectifier proves to be highly profitable
compared to reactors and capacitors, where the revenues almost double as the
capacity for reactive power compensation is increased. This is confirmed in the
study of the relation between the marginal cost of rectifier and the total cost of
capacitor and reactor with respect to the increasing capacity values of reactive
power.
The results proved that in the most expensive cases, i.e. low capacity values,
rectifier is more than 25% cheaper than reactors and capacitors of the same size.
However, this ratio decreases considerably for higher capacity values leading to a
situation where, for sizes larger than 1000 kVA, rectifier proves to be economically
more favorable by 75% lower investment costs. Figure 4.2 illustrates the described

1Adopting a prospective approach, the active rectifier’s cost based on the pricing year
2020 was considered for these calculations.
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results. Furthermore, the correlation between the cost of rectifier against the cost
of reactor and capacitor was individually calculated, the result of which are also
presented in figure 4.2. In both cases, the trend takes a linear form after 1000 kVAr,
where reactor is always more expensive than rectifier by a difference of 70%. As for
the comparison with capacitor, though rectifier is 3 to 1.5 times more expensive for
smaller sizes, with increased capacity the costs descend notably and for sizes over
2000 kVA the rectifier remains to be more expensive by a cost gap of roughly 20%.

Figure 4.2: The ratio of rectifier’s marginal cost of investment against the
investment cost of reactor, capacitor, and reactor plus capacitor, indicated
in yellow, orange, and brown respectively

4.2 Congestion Release Services
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4.2.1 Simulation Results

Base Case

The simulation of the Swedish power market, for the situation described earlier in
chapter 3 divides Sweden into two main areas, where the marginal price of elec-
tricity for SE1 and SE2 is 10 EUR/MWh and for SE3 and SE4 is 22 EUR/MWh,
indicating a limited transmission capacity between SE2 and SE3. This situation
brings about a total system cost of 297 000 EUR for that hour.

SE1

4970 MW of increased demand, i.e. installed electrolyser, in SE1 leads to the use
of all hydro to full capacity and activates wind generation in this area leading to
the spot price of 10.24 EUR/MWh in SE1 and SE2, and 22 EUR/MWh in SE3 and
SE4. Despite the roughly 5000 MW demand increase the increase in the total cost
of the system is not effusive. 7180 MW of electrolyser, increases the generation
in nuclear plants, after using wind and hydro to full capacity in all the 4 areas.
Inherently, the marginal cost of electricity is 22 for all the regions. The total cost
of the system increases by only 22 000 EUR compared to the 5000 MW case.

SE2

Installing 1000 MW of electrolyser in SE2 increases the marginal cost only in this
area from 10 to 10.24 EUR/MWh. The total cost of the system increases slightly
by a difference of 10000 EUR compared to the original situation. This increase in
the SE2 load runs hydro generation in this area to full capacity and also activates
the wind generation in this area It is expected that with an installation of 2000
MW the marginal cost in this area does not change (10.24). However, installation
of 2067 MW or more leads to reaching full capacity of wind in this area and thereby
increasing the marginal cost of electricity to 22 EUR/MWh which is the cost of
nuclear power generation in SE3. The installation of 4757 MW and/or more in
SE2 activates bio generation in SE3 and accordingly increases the marginal cost
in the last three areas to 24.

SE3

Installing 1000 MW of electrolyser at SE3 does not change the marginal cost of
electricity in any of the areas of the base case. More nuclear power is generated
and the system cost is increased by slightly more than 20 000 EUR. This double
increase of system cost in comparison to 1000 MW installation in SE2 is due to
the increased nuclear generation which is twice more expensive than wind power.
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Installing 2691 MW or more of electrolyser at SE3 increases the marginal cost in
SE3 and SE4 from 22 to 24 EUR/MWh, i.e. the activation of bio generation in
SE4. The marginal electricity price in SE1 and SE2 remains unchanged, i.e. 10
EUR/MWh. The total system cost in this case is 356024.8, which is partly due to
the increase in demand and partly because of more expensive generation.

Concluding Remarks

SE1 region is the most flexible location in terms of total cost for the system. While
it proves feasible to have more than 7 GW of installed electrolyser operating in
SE1, the total system cost remains small and the system maintains a marginal
price of 22 for all the four regions, meaning the operation of nuclear plants at mar-
gin and no serious constraints on transmission. This region is thus not a suitable
location for the purpose of congestion release service, as even very high demand
values does not impose a constraint on transmission. SE2 as well has a similar
situation where the increase in the system total cost is hardly due to transmission
constraints. The higher costs are mainly because of higher demand rather than
the limited transfer capacity. On the other hand, SE3 price-area is home to the
most considerable changes in terms of system total cost, and changes in marginal
generation cost. See figure 4.3, where the green curve presents the changes in the
system total cost for price-area SE3. Higher capacity values result in activation of
fossil-fuel plants with higher generation costs and thus highest marginal electricity
cost. SE1 curve starts from 1000 MW mainly because lower capacity values do not
change the curve’s slope and the cost increases linearly. SE2 curve stops at 6000
MW due to transmission constraints. However, this constraint is not significant
as it does not lead to a different marginal cost for SE2 because this area mainly
uses its hydro and wind plants to full capacity. The braced angles in SE2 and SE3
curves indicate the changes in the production mix.
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Figure 4.3: Increase in income2with increased electrolyser capacity in SE1,
SE2, SE3.

The latest indicates a constraint on transmission from SE2 to SE3. This pro-
vides a potential for congestion release service where the electrolyser could act as
a flexible load to be curtailed in times of high pressure on the transmission grid,
especially considering the flexibility of the technology in quick response to down
regulation.

Compensating EFP Capacity

For a case of 2691 MW of increased demand in SE3, it is expected that the number
of hours with congestion between SE2 and SE3 rises slightly. As such, it has been
tried to use the correlation between the increase in demand and the increase in
hours of congestion observed in historical data, in order to assume a certain increase
of congestion hours for the 2691 MW of increased demand. Accordingly, roughly,

2The increase of income for electrolyser is equal to the increase in system cost for
TSO/ISO.
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200 hours with different levels of congestion in the grid has been considered. The
demand values were distributed randomly among these 200 hours. This random
distribution is needed because the different levels of congestion in the grid last
for different time periods, while some last in some minutes only, others last for
an hour or longer. E.g. there might be 2 MW of imbalance lasting for one hour
in a cold winter night, or 10 MW of imbalance lasting for 10 minutes in a mild
spring day. And since the price levels are different from time to time, use of
random distribution seems to be the fairest way of seeing through the situation.
Accordingly, the calculations yielded a total demand of 159 GWh was calculated.
This is the demand of electrolyser in the times of grid congestion. Moreover, 6
hours of non-operation adds about 16 GWh to this value. To compensate for this
demand on other hours of the year around 20.5 MW extra capacity is needed. This
would be a total required capacity of roughly 2711 MW with an investment cost
of roughly 8.2 million Euros.
Curtailing the extra load caused by electrolyser during these hours and thereby
releasing the transmission constraint saves the system a total sum of slightly less
than 3 million Euros per year. Hence, the curtailment as an ancillary service brings
about a net cash flow of about 3 million Euros (2.9 MEUR) for the investor, which
means a payback period of less than 3 (2.8) years for the required extra capacity.

Nuclear Phase-Out

SE1

Even in a case of nuclear-phase-out the increased demand in SE1 does not put
any constraint on transmission capacity mainly because of redundant hydro gen-
eration sources in the area, not to mention the expected increased installation of
wind turbines in this area in near future [56].

SE2

For 1730 MW less nuclear power availability, the simulation for 1000 MW of in-
stalled electrolyser in SE2 maintains the same values as in the base case. This is
because even in this scenario, the nuclear generation does not reach its full capac-
ity. 3028 MW in this case activates bio generation in SE3 as the nuclear capacity
is fully used. The marginal cost of bio generation, 24 EUR/MWh, decides the
electricity price in the last three areas. Increasing the demand (higher electrolyser
capacity) in SE2 activates the more expensive power plants in SE3 and SE4 and
changes the electricity price in the last 3 areas in correspondence to the actual
marginal generation cost, starting from coal and ending with oil and gas.
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SE3

For 2691 MW of electrolyser capacity in SE3, bio generation is increased to full
capacity resulting in marginal costs of 10 EUR/MWh in SE1 and SE2, and 24
EUR/MWh in SE3 and SE4. Installing 3461 MW and more of electrolyser in SE3
successively activates coal, gas and oil generation in SE4 resulting in corresponding
marginal electricity prices in SE3 and SE4.

Figure 4.4: Increase in income3with increased electrolyser capacity in SE1,
SE2, SE3 for two different scenarios.

For larger sizes of electrolyser the changes in marginal electricity cost are highest
for SE3 price-area4. So are the changes in the system total cost. Figure 4.4
illustrates the changes in the system cost in the three price-areas with increasing
the electrolyser size for a scenario with less nuclear generation compared to the

3See figure 4.3.
4Higher capacity values result in activation of fossil-fuel plants with higher generation

costs
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base case described in Chapter 3. A value of 3500 MW of installed capacity leads to
a major shift in total system cost which is mainly due to a shift to more expensive
generation caused by deficiency of low cost nuclear generation in this area as well
as the limits on transmission grid. This result confirms what was concluded for
the base case. A large-scale implementation of electrolyser system in SE3 imposes
a constraint on transmission capacity from SE2 to SE3, indicating the potential
of electrolyser, as a part of electrofuel production system, to provide congestion
release service to the grid.
In addition, similar to the base case, different demand values- ranging from 3500
MW to 0.1 MW, were attributed to the congestion hours through random distri-
bution. However, considering the decreased nuclear capacity and increased elec-
trolyser demand, the number of hours were increased to 210 hours plus 6 off hours
for maintenance work. The new situation brings about a total demand of 201
GWh to be curtailed. Meaning a need to increase the capacity by 24 MW, costing
the investor more than 9 million Euros. However, due to activation of expensive
generation, the cost for system and thus the net cash flow for the electrolyser is
estimated to be around 3.4 million Euros. The investment payback period for the
case of nuclear phase-out is estimated to be around 2.7 years, i.e. a decrease of
roughly 4% compared to the base case.

4.3 Reserve Service

As has been discussed previously, the market price for up and down regulation
is similar in all the four Swedish price areas. The results prove a possibility for
electrolyser to be an active player in regulating market by immediate response to
up-regulation demands in the system. Figure 4.5 illustrates the potential income
for electrolyzer using the historical data [55]. The calculations have been based on
the assumption of providing the total up-regulation demand in the system through
demand-response where the electrolyser is paid the actual market price for each
hour of the year. In the figure, black, brown, copper and beige columns represent
the potential income from installations in SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4 respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Potential income from demand-balance services in SE1, SE2,
SE3, and SE4

It is though of importance to remark that such results are largely dependant on
the number of hours of imbalance in the system for each area. A fact which is
deliberately presented in figure 4.6. Yet, another considerable fact presented in this
figure is the comparative similarity in the occurrence of imbalance for all the three
years while the income shown in figure 4.5 is notably lower for year 2015. Now
this could have roots in several reasons needing thorough investigation of the case
taking into account numerous system-dependant factors. The immediate cause to
hit the mind can however be summarised as the actual market prices which depend
on the actual marginal power generator utility in the system in addition to other
technical factors such as transmission constraints and the status of import and
export from other regions. In general, there is little or no reason at all to justify
that demand-response cannot be a potential source of income for electrolyser.
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Figure 4.6: Hours of Imbalance in SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4 in the three
studied years

The comparison between the four areas with respect to the revenues indicates a
rather consistent trend for area SE3 where the changes in number of imbalance
have insignificant effect on the revenues gained through demand-response service in
this area. This conclusion is even approved by the pay-back time of investment, if
any shall occur, in either of the four areas. In figure 4.7, the corresponding payback
periods for each of the three years is illustrated. The required extra electrolyser
capacity and the corresponding revenues from supply of reserve service have been
considered for the calculation of payback time. SE3 proves a consistency even in
this regard which indicates the viability of investment in this area even when the
system profile goes through some changes during the years, a comment which can
not be likewise made for the other 3 areas but for area SE2 to some extent. In
the later, while the number of imbalance hours from year 2014 to 2015 remains
almost the same, the income decreases notably with a lengthened payback period
for year 2015.
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Figure 4.7: Payback time (years) for installation of the required capacity in
SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4

Once again, SE3 is a favorable area in terms of investments in EFP and in particu-
lar electrolyser. As such, this area was selected to be looked upon for a sensitivity
analysis. The average values for the potential income, payback period and number
of hours of imbalance were calculated. The results are presented in figures 4.8,
4.9, and 4.10. The average values indicate the consistency of the results gained in
section 4.3, where the income remains at around 5 million Euros, with roughly
consistent payback time of 5 years.

Concluding Remarks

In general, in the simulated data for hours of imbalance in SE3, as well as the
other areas but SE1, an increasing trend can be observed, indicating an increase
in the unpredictability of the market, and perhaps an increasing necessity for
establishment of conditions where demand-response takes a more active role. This
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changes the system profile considerably, a factor missing in the data simulation
in this section. It shall thus be stated that in such conditions, the chances for
boosted revenues for electrolyser are not expected to be low.

Figure 4.8: Income from Demand-Response Service Provided by Electrolyser
in SE3 for the years 2013, 2014, 2015, and an average of 20 years of simulated
data
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Figure 4.9: Hours of imbalance in SE3 for the years 2013, 2014, 2015, and
an average of 20 years based on simulated data

Figure 4.10: Corresponding payback time for installations in SE3 based on
the data from 2013, 2014, 2015 and the simulated data for 20 years
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In addition to the investigated factors within the three studied areas, there are
some more points that need to be clarified or further explained.

A switch from passive to active rectification could prove viable if certain tech-
nical and cost conditions are fulfilled. Economies of scale is a very important
factor in this concept where sizes larger than 500 kW appear to be the most cost-
efficient options for active rectification. With regard to a comparison between
active rectifier and other reactive power utilities, it shall be noted that reactors in
particular are drastically costly compared to capacitors with a cost roughly three
times as expensive as that of capacitor. Thus, reactor installation cost has the
major contribution to the calculations which result in high revenues for rectifier
as a power market actor. When the comparison is done individually, rectifier is
not an absolute winner against capacitor, though reactors still remain to be the
most expensive of the three. There might be no need of comparing capacitors
and reactors, as these devices solve different problems. However, from an investor
point of view it is important to know the economical potentials for the services
they could provide and where lies the most profitable market for their services.
Nevertheless, it shall be taken into consideration that perhaps one of the most
convenient advantages with rectifiers is the possibility they provide for continuous
control of reactive power, a feature which reactors and/or capacitors are devoid
of.
All in all, reactive power regulation through active rectification could become a
source of income for the whole process of electrofuel production. Especially with
taking into account the flexibility of active rectification technology in comparison
to other reactive power regulating devices, this technology could not only serve to
provide for the investor’s duty to the grid, as an actor in the market, but also gain
revenues through providing this service on behalf of other market participants.
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As for the congestion release service, it is evident that large scale implementa-
tion of electrolyser in the power market as a major power consumer, creates a
unique opportunity for the investor to play the significant role of congestion re-
lease provider in the times of peak demand and leads to shortened payback time
for investment. This aspect is particularly highlighted under the prospective dis-
appearance of nuclear generation from the Swedish power market interface. The
same aspects apply to supply of reserve service in form of demand response. For
the later case, it shall be added that the calculated revenues in the results are
based on the actual electricity market prices for each hour of compensation. In
a real life case, the prices could/will be higher than the mere cost of electricity,
bringing in even higher revenues.

Environmental and Ethical Aspects

It shall be discussed that apart from the revenues for the investor and the lower
total system costs, which mainly is of interest to the grid owner, the benefit of
large scale installation of electrolyser in the northern part of the country, i.e.,
SE1 and SE2 is of course the abundance of cheap and clean electricity. In these
areas, GHG emissions from generation are close to zero. Moreover, the otherwise
curtailed wind power can be efficiently utilized through hydrogen generation and
storage.
In the middle part of Sweden, SE3, the possible increase of emissions due to the
increased demand is expected to be trivial. It is because of the fact that even large
scale electrolyser implementation in this area, after utilizing the nuclear generation
to full capacity, activates only the abundant bio generation. Due to the commonly
accepted opinion that bio-generation enjoys a closed-carbon-cycle characteristic,
the technology is considered an environmentally friendly technology. Although,
there are always some fractions of emissions associated with this type of generation
source, mainly with regard to the processes before and after power generation, i.e.
harvest, transportation, etc.
On the other hand, in a not-inconceivable case of total nuclear phase-out in Sweden,
such predictions may not thoroughly hold as the majority of nuclear power plants
are located in the southern areas. Nevertheless, with the role of Swedish legislation
in support of renewable generation development and the progressively rigorous
European standards for decarbonization of Europe, the increase in emissions might
never become an actual problem for the case of Sweden.
Last but not least is the expanding integration of renewable energy sources in the
power system along with the gradual disappearance of nuclear generated power.
Such changes will inevitably lead to increased imbalance and unpredictability in
the market, highlighting the perspective for active demand-response role play for
electrolyser in the regulating market as well. To all appearances, EFP has the
advantage of addressing ethical and environmental aspects of energy production
and consumption. It does not necessarily compromise nature’s resources, on the
contrary it promotes perseverance of green energy technologies and preserving
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natural resources. The latest is realised through putting a halt on intensive fossil
fuel extractions as well as acting as a major carbon dioxide sink and hence releasing
the limits on Eco-sphere’s assimilation capacity1.

Concluding Remarks

As yet, an important factor which makes SE3 an interesting investment location is
the fact that it is the most populated price-area in Sweden. This factor might be
the very first to be considered with regard to the potential market for electrofuels
as a green substitute to fossil fuels. An investment as large as, at least, 3700 MW
in electrolyser to be installed in SE3 could be considered as ideal if congestion
release service is intended to become a source of income for the investor.
In the long run, utilization of EFP for supply of ancillary services might come
in different forms. While functioning as a major demand, EFP is able to supply
the electric power network with voltage regulation, reactive power, and congestion
management. Most possibly, same services and more can be provided by EFP
while functioning as a major power producer or a large scale storage facility.

1Assimilation capacity is the ability of nature -or a part of nature- to degrade and
incorporate substances into the natural cyclic flows of substances. When this capacity is
exceeded pollution occurs [57] and [58]
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Large scale investment in electrolyser appears to have a promising perspective.
The potential for participating in the electricity market as a market player is high
for this technology. Through this study it has been found that, although passive
rectification is a more economical option, but the possibility of extra gains through
active rectification, and reactive power supply, could cover for and even beyond
the 20%-30% cost gap between the two solutions.
Likewise, large scale implementation of electrolyser for congestion release procure-
ment is found to be prosperous. The study showed that providing congestion
release service in SE3 could generate revenues as high as 3 million Euros per year,
leading to investment payback period of less than 3 years.
Furthermore, investment in large sizes of electrolyser with the possibility of active
participation in power regulating market could generate an average income of five
million Euros for the investor where the investment will be fully paid back within
4-6 years.

Future Work

EFP is a complicated multi-divisional technology. This study has covered only a
small part of the wide concept of ancillary services shedding light mainly on elec-
trolyser and its potential with regard to AS. There are more areas to be investigated
where EFP could be an active AS provider. In this context, the most interesting
EFP divisions, among others, might be namely hydrogen storage, sabatier reactor,
and probably combustion turbines, if any is to be installed.
Hydrogen storage, as well as electrofuel storage, is mainly important due to the
opportunity it provides for storing of energy and utilizing the volatile and low/no
cost energy sources. Energy storage, along with combustion facilities, is an impor-
tant resource for supply of ancillary services such as congestion release and reserve
service as well as system restore capacity etc. Detailed investigation of each of
these areas contribute to acquisition of a deeper knowledge about the prospects
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of EFP and its strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities as an ancillary service
provider. While strengths and weaknesses concern the features and properties of
EF technology as AS provider, hence requiring thorough study of the technol-
ogy, the opportunities, and probably even threats, of employment of EFP as AS
provider are features dependent to the power market. Thus, a detailed study of
different power markets, with their different features and properties, where EFP is
included as a demand or supply side, shall be a priority, as a better understanding
of the power market could open up for new opportunities in this concept.
In a smaller context, a test case study to give forth an analogy with the present
project would be of interest. Moreover, the mathematical optimisation model of
the power market could be expanded to include a wider area, e.g. Nordic region.
Similar approach could be applied to the investigation of regulating power market
where a more expansive market can enhance the validity of the results and open
up for the study of numerous geographical and technical factors which do not
necessarily exist in the Swedish context where the power system profile is rather
consistent compared to other European markets.
Furthermore, detailed and precise investigation of future scenarios where consid-
erable alterations to the current market interface are included could as well yield
interesting and valuable results.
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